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NEW QUESTION: 1
When configuring a calibration session, a specific tab allows
you to populate individuals into the session based on the
organizational hierarchy defined in the User Data File, or you
may select specific individuals using a variety of search and
filter fields.
Which tab is being described?
Please choose the correct answer.
Response:
A. Views
B. Validation
C. People
D. Basic Info
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
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Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
Box 1: storageaccount1 and storageaccount2 only
Box 2: All the storage accounts
Note: The three different storage account options are:
General-purpose v2 (GPv2) accounts, General-purpose v1 (GPv1)
accounts, and Blob storage accounts.
* General-purpose v2 (GPv2) accounts are storage accounts that
support all of the latest features for blobs, files, queues,
and tables.
* Blob storage accounts support all the same block blob
features as GPv2, but are limited to supporting only block
blobs.
* General-purpose v1 (GPv1) accounts provide access to all
Azure Storage services, but may not have the latest features or
the lowest per gigabyte pricing.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/common/storage-a
ccount-options

NEW QUESTION: 3
Cloud Service A requires access to Cloud Storage Device A and
Cloud Storage Device B.
Cloud Service A is hosted by Virtual Server A.
Virtual Server A and Virtual Server B are hosted by Hypervisor
A, which resides on Physical Server A.
Cloud Service Consumer A sends a request to access Cloud
Service A (1). Cloud Service A retrieves data from Cloud
Storage Device A and Cloud Storage Device B (2). Cloud Consumer
A uses the usage and administration portal to access resource
usage reports for Cloud Service A (3).
Cloud Service Consumer A and Cloud Consumer A belong to
Organization A, which is leasing an laaS environment from the
cloud provider.
The cloud provider makes Cloud Service A available to several
new cloud service consumers. Additionally, new LUNs are created
on Cloud Storage Devices A and B for new cloud consumers to
perform regular data access functions. This increase in

workload causes Virtual Server A to fail during peak usage
periods. Organization A and the new cloud consumer
organizations request that the cloud provider find a way to
dynamically support the higher usage workloads.
Organization A keeps its master files and data in LUN B in
Cloud Storage Device B.
One day, a cloud resource administrator accidentally changes
the path used to access LUN B.
The original path cannot be retrieved. The cloud resource
administrator informs Organization A's IT department that it
must change any systems or tools it uses to access LUN B to the
new path. This causes significant challenges, as well as a
costly period of disruption. Organization A asks the cloud
provider to create a system that would help avoid disruption in
access to LUN B, if this was to ever happen again.
The cloud provider has made Cloud Storage Device A part of a
resource pool of synchronized cloud storage devices.
Organization A is sharing Cloud Storage Device A with another
cloud consumer organization. When cloud consumers from both
organizations access Cloud Storage Device A at the same time,
they encounter a resource constraint condition that causes
Cloud Storage Device A to fail. Organization A requests that
the cloud provider extend the existing cloud architecture to
prevent this situation from happening again.
Which of the following statements provides a solution that can
address all of these problems?
A. None of the above.
B. The Elastic Resource Capacity pattern can be applied to
establish a system that can dynamically allocate resources to
Virtual Server A.
The Multipath Resource Access pattern can be applied to
establish a multipathing system that can provide an alternative
path to LUN B in Cloud Storage Device B.
The Resource Reservation pattern can be applied to establish a
system that enables Organization A to have exclusive access to
pre-defined resources on Cloud Storage Device A for a given
period of time.
C. The Elastic Network Capacity pattern can be applied to
implement a system that dynamically assigns network ports to
Virtual Server A before its processing capacity thresholds are
reached. The Redundant Physical Connection for Virtual Servers
pattern can be applied to create an alternative path to LUN B
in Cloud Storage Device B.
The Resource Pooling pattern can be applied to synchronize
Cloud Storage Device A with other cloud storage devices.
D. The Resource Reservation pattern can be applied to
dynamically provision resources to Virtual Server A whenever
its processing thresholds are being reached. The Persistent
Virtual Network Configuration pattern can be applied to
establish a persistent hyperlink to LUN B over the virtual
network that cannot be lost. The Elastic Resource Capacity
pattern can be applied to prevent Cloud Storage Device A from
encountering resource constraints.

Answer: B
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